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We take as our starting point the latter approach, in which
an attacker who captures that device must validate its password guesses at a remote server before the use of the private key is enabled. In particular, we focus on the proposals
of [13], in which this server is untrusted|its compromise
does not reduce the security of the device's private key unless the device is also captured|and need not have a prior
relationship with the device. This approach o ers certain
advantages: e.g., it is compatible with existing infrastructure, whereas cryptographic camou age requires that \public" keys be hidden from potential attackers. However, it
also comes with the disadvantage that the device must interact with a designated remote server in order to perform a
(and typically each) private key operation. This interaction
may become a bottleneck if the designated remote server is
geographically distant and the rate of private key operations
is signi cant.
In this paper, we investigate a technique to alleviate this
limitation, with which a device may temporarily delegate the
password-checking function from its originally designated
server to another server that is closer to it. For example,
a business traveler in a foreign country may temporarily
delegate the password-checking function for her laptop computer to a server in the country she is visiting. By doing so,
her device's subsequent private key operations will require
interaction only with this local server, presumably incurring far less latency than if the device were interacting with
the original server. In the limit, the user could temporarily delegate to a hardware token in her possession, so that
the device could produce signatures or decryptions in oine
mode without network access at all.
Of course, delegating the password-checking function from
one server to another has security implications. As originally developed, the techniques that serve as our starting point [13] have the useful property that the designated
server, in isolation, gains no information that would enable
it to forge signatures or decrypt ciphertexts on the device's
behalf. However, if both it and the device were captured,
then the attacker could mount an oine dictionary attack
against the password, and then forge signatures or decrypt
ciphertexts for the device if he succeeds. Naturally, in the
case of delegation, this vulnerability should not extend to
any server ever delegated by the device. Rather, our highlevel security goal is to ensure that an individual server authorized for password-checking by delegation, and whose authority is then revoked, poses the same security threat as a
server to which delegation never occurred in the rst place.

ABSTRACT

A device that performs private key operations (signatures
or decryptions), and whose private key operations are protected by a password, can be immunized against oine dictionary attacks in case of capture by forcing the device to
con rm a password guess with a designated remote server
in order to perform a private key operation. Recent proposals for achieving this allow untrusted servers and require no
server initialization per device. In this paper we extend these
proposals to enable dynamic delegation from one server to
another; i.e., the device can subsequently use the second
server to secure its private key operations. One application
is to allow a user who is traveling to a foreign country to
temporarily delegate to a server local to that country the
ability to con rm password guesses and aid the user's device in performing private key operations, or in the limit,
to temporarily delegate this ability to a token in the user's
possession. Another application is proactive security for the
device's private key, i.e., proactive updates to the device and
servers to eliminate any threat of oine password guessing
attacks due to previously compromised servers.
1.

INTRODUCTION

A device that performs private key operations (signatures
or decryptions) risks exposure of its private key if captured.
While encrypting the private key with a password is common, this provides only marginal protection, since passwords
are well-known to be susceptible to oine dictionary attacks
(e.g., [14, 12]). Much recent research has explored better
password protections for the private keys on a device that
may be captured. These include techniques (i) to encrypt
the private key under a password in a way that prevents the
attacker from verifying a successful password guess (cryptographic camou age) [11]; or (ii) to force the attacker to verify
his password guesses at an online server, thereby turning on
oine attack into an online one that can be detected and
stopped (e.g., [8, 13]).
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useful. The device communicates to a server over a public network. In our system, the device is used either for
generating signatures or decrypting messages, and does so
by interacting with one of the servers. The signature or
decryption operation is password-protected, by a password
0 . The system is initialized with public data, secret data
for the device, secret data for the user of the device (i.e.,
0 ), and secret data for each of the servers. The public and
secret data associated with a server should simply be a certi ed public key and associated private key for the server,
which most likely would be set up well before the device is
initialized.
The device-server protocol allows a device operated by a
legitimate user (i.e., one who knows 0 ) to sign or decrypt
a message with respect to the public key of the device, after
communicating with one of the servers. This server must
be authorized to execute this protocol. (We de ne authorized precisely below.) The system is initialized with exactly
one server authorized, denoted svr0 . Further servers may be
authorized, but this authorization cannot be performed by
dvc alone. Rather, for dvc to authorize svr, another alreadyauthorized server svr0 must also consent to the authorization
of svr after verifying that the authorization of svr is consistent with policy previously set forth by dvc and is being
performed by dvc with the user's password. In this way, authorization is a protected operation just as signing is. The
device can unilaterally revoke the authorization of a server
when it no longer intends to use that server. A server can be
disabled (for a device) by being instructed to no longer respond to that device or, more precisely, to requests involving
its key.
For the purposes of this paper, the aforementioned policy
dictating which servers can be authorized is expressed as
a set U of servers with well-known public keys. That is,
an authorized server svr will consent to authorize another
server svr0 only if svr0 2 U . Moreover, we assume that svr
can reliably determine the unique public key pksvr of any
svr0 2 U . In practice, this policy would generally need to
be expressed more exibly; for example, a practical policy
might allow any server with a public key certi ed by a given
certi cation authority to be authorized. For such a policy,
our delegation protocols would then need to be augmented
with the appropriate certi cates and certi cate checks; for
simplicity, we omit such details here.
To specify security for our system, we must consider the
possible attackers that attack the system. Each attacker we
consider in this paper is presumed to control the network;
i.e., the attacker controls the inputs to the device and every server, and observes the outputs. Moreover, an attacker
can permanently compromise certain resources. The possible resources that may be compromised by the attacker are
any of the servers, dvc, and 0 . Compromising reveals the
entire contents of the resource to the attacker. The one restriction on the attacker is that if he compromises dvc, then
he does so after dvc initialization and while dvc is in an inactive state|i.e., dvc is not presently executing a protocol
with 0 as input|and that 0 is not subsequently input to
the device by the user. This decouples the capture of dvc
and 0 , and is consistent with our motivation that dvc is
captured while not in use by the user and, once captured, is
unavailable to the user.
We formalize the aspects of the system described thus far
as a collection of events.

Speci cally, an attacker that captures the device after the
device has revoked the authorization of a server (even if the
server was previously compromised) must still conduct an
online dictionary attack at an authorized server in order to
attack the password.
Even with this goal achieved, delegation does impinge
on security in at least two ways, however. First, if the
attacker captures the device, then it can mount an online
dictionary attack against each currently authorized server,
thereby gaining more password guesses than any one server
allows. Second, a feature of the original protocols is that
the password-checking server could be permanently disabled
for the device even after the device and password were compromised; by doing so, the device can never sign or decrypt
again. In a system supporting delegation, however, if the
device and password are compromised, and if there is some
authorized server when this happens, then the attacker can
delegate from this authorized server to any server permitted by the policy set forth when the device was initialized.
Thus, to be sure that the device will never sign or decrypt
again, every server in this permissible set must be disabled
for the device.
As a side e ect of achieving our security goals, our techniques o er a means for realizing proactive security (e.g., [10])
in the context of [13]. Intuitively, proactive security encompasses techniques for periodically refreshing the cryptographic secrets held by various components of a system,
thereby rendering any cryptographic secrets captured before
the refresh useless to the attacker. We show how our delegation protocol can be used as a subroutine for proactively
refreshing a password-checking server, so that if the server's
secrets had been exposed, they are useless to the attacker
after the refresh. In particular, if the attacker subsequently
captured the device, any dictionary attack that the attacker
could mount would be online, as opposed to oine.
In this extended abstract we specify security requirements
for delegation in this context and then describe a delegation
system for RSA signing [17]. (The ElGamal decryption system described in [13] can also be revised to support delegation, though we defer this to the full paper due to space limitations.) Supporting delegation for RSA signing not only
requires devising a custom delegation protocol for RSA keys,
but also modifying the original signing protocol [13] to accommodate delegation. For example, our revised RSA system utilizes three-way function sharing, versus the two-way
function sharing used in the original system; this seems to
be required to accomplish our objectives. And, whereas the
original systems of [13] permitted the server to conduct an
oine dictionary attack against the user's password (without placing the device's signing key at risk), here we must
prevent a server from conducting such an attack. Our delegation protocol itself also contributes points of technical
interest, as we will discuss later.
2.

0

PRELIMINARIES

In this section we state the goals for our systems. We also
introduce preliminary de nitions and notation that will be
necessary for the balance of the paper.
2.1 System model

Our system consists of a device dvc and an arbitrary, possibly unknown, number of servers. A server will be denoted
by svr, possibly with subscripts or other annotations when
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1. dvc:startDel(svr; svr0 ): dvc begins a delegation protocol
with server svr to authorize svr0 .
2. dvc: nishDel(svr; svr0 ): dvc nishes a delegation protocol with server svr to authorize svr0 . This can occur
only after a dvc:startDel(svr; svr0 ) with no intervening
dvc: nishDel(svr; svr0 ), dvc:revoke(svr) or dvc:revoke(svr0 ).
3. dvc:revoke(svr): dvc revokes the authorization of svr.
4. svr:disable: svr stops responding to any requests of the
device (signing, decryption, or delegation).
5. dvc:comp: dvc is compromised (and captured).
6. svr:comp: svr is compromised.
7. 0 :comp: the password 0 is compromised.
The time of any event x is given by T (x). Now we de ne
the following predicates for any time t:
 authorizedt (svr) is true i either (i) svr = svr0 and there
is no dvc:revoke(svr0 ) prior to time t, or (ii) there exist a svr0 and event x = dvc: nishDel(svr0 ; svr) where
authorizedT (x) (svr0 ) is true, T (x) < t, and no
dvc:revoke(svr) occurs between T (x) and t. In case (ii),
we call svr0 the consenting server.
 nominatedt (svr) is true
i there exist a svr0 and event
0
0 ) is
x = dvc:startDel(svr ; svr) where authorizedT (x) (svr
true, T (x) < t, and none of dvc: nishDel(svr0 ; svr),
dvc:revoke(svr), or dvc:revoke(svr0 ) occur between T (x)
and t.
 taintedt (svr) is true i0 authorizedt (svr) is true and the
consenting server svr was compromised before the most
recent dvc: nishDel(svr0 ; svr).
For any event x, let
Active(x) = f svr : nominatedT (x) (svr) _
authorizedT (x) (svr) g
Tainted(x) = f svr : taintedT (x) (svr) g
Note that Tainted(x)  Active(x).

A4. An attacker in class A4 is in none of classes A1, A2,
or A3, and does not compromise any svr 2 U .
Now we state the security goals of our systems against these
attackers as follows (disregarding negligible probabilities):
G1. An A1 attacker is unable to forge signatures or decrypt
messages for dvc.
G2. An A2 attacker can forge signatures or decrypt
mesq , where
sages for the device with probability at most jDj
q is the total number of queries to servers in
Active(dvc:comp) after T (dvc:comp), and D is the dictionary from which the password is drawn (at random).
G3. An A3 attacker can forge signatures or decrypt messages for the device only if it succeeds in an oine
dictionary attack on the password.
G4. An A4 attacker can forge signatures or decrypt messages only until maxsvr2U fT (svr:disable)g.
These goals can be more intuitively stated as follows.
First, if an attacker does not capture dvc, or does so only
when no servers are authorized for dvc (A1), then the attacker gains no ability to forge or decrypt for the device
(G1). On the other extreme, if an attacker captures both
dvc and 0 (A4)|and thus is indistinguishable from the
user|it can forge only until all servers are disabled (G4)
or inde nitely if it also compromises a server. The \middle" cases are if the attacker compromises dvc and not 0 .
If when it compromises dvc, no authorized server is tainted
(i.e., authorized with the help of a compromised server) or
ever compromised (A2), then the attacker can do no better than an online dictionary attack against 0 (G2). If, on
the other hand, when dvc is compromised some authorized
server is tainted or eventually compromised (A3), then the
attacker can do no better than an oine attack against the
password (G3). It is not dicult to verify that these goals
are a strict generalization of the goals of [13]; i.e., these goals
reduce to those of [13] in the case jU j = 1.
It is important to notice that though goal G3 permits
attackers in class A3 to conduct an oine dictionary attack,
this class of attacker can be constrained in practice in a
large number of circumstances. That is, one way of using
a system satisfying goals G1{G4 is to apply the delegation
protocol twice successively: once to authorize a server svr,
and once using svr to authorize itself a second time. If svr
is not compromised, then it will not be tainted in its second
delegation (from and to itself)|even if the attacker had
previously compromised the server svr0 that consented to
authorize svr in the rst place. So, if dvc revokes svr0 , then
by property G2, the attacker would be forced to conduct on
online attack to forge or decrypt for the device, even if it
captures the device.
This observation suggests an approach to proactively update dvc to render useless to an attacker any information it
gained by compromising a server. That is, suppose that each
physical computer running a logical server svr periodically
instantiates a new logical server svr0 having a new public
and private key. If dvc rst delegates from svr to svr0 and
then from svr0 to svr0 , and if then dvc revokes svr, any disclosure of information from svr (e.g., the private key of svr)
is then useless for the attacker in its e orts to forge or decrypt for dvc. Rather, if the attacker captures dvc, it must

2.2 Goals

It is convenient in specifying our security goals to partition
attackers into four classes, depending on the resources they
compromise and the state of executions when these attackers
compromise certain resources. An attacker is assumed to
fall into one of these classes independent of the execution,
i.e., it does not change its behavior relative to these classes
depending on the execution of the system. In particular,
the resources an attacker compromises are assumed to be
independent of the execution. In this sense, we consider
static attackers only (in contrast to adaptive ones).
A1. An attacker in class A1 does not compromise dvc or
compromises dvc only if Active(dvc:comp) = ;.
A2. An attacker in class A2 is not in class A1, does not
compromise 0 , and compromises dvc only if
Tainted(dvc:comp) = ; and svr:comp never occurs for
any svr 2 Active(dvc:comp).
A3. An attacker in class A3 is not in class A1, does not
compromise 0 , and compromises dvc only if
Tainted(dvc:comp) 6= ; or svr:comp occurs for some
svr 2 Active(dvc:comp).
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eral systems by which dvc could involve a server for performing the password-checking function and assisting in its cryptographic operations, and thereby gain immunity to oine
dictionary attacks if captured. The rst of these systems, denoted Generic, did not support the disabling property (the
instantiation of G4 for a single server and no delegation), but
worked for any type of public key algorithm that dvc used.
As part of the signing/decryption protocol in this system,
dvc recovered the private key corresponding to its public key.
This, in turn, renders delegation in this system straightforward, being roughly equivalent to a re-initialization of the
device using the same private key, but for a di erent server.
The few minor technical changes needed to accommodate
delegation are also re ected in the RSA system we detail
here, and so we omit further discussion of Generic due to
space limitations.
The system described in [13] by which dvc performs RSA
signatures is called S-RSA. At a high level, S-RSA uses 2out-of-2 function sharing to distribute the ability to generate
a signature for the device's public key between the device
and the server. The server, however, would cooperate with
the device to sign a message only after being presented with
evidence that the device was in possession of the user's correct password.
In this section we describe a new system for RSA signatures, called S-RSA-Del, that supports delegation in addition to signatures. In order to accommodate delegation in
this context, the system is changed so that the device's signature function is shared using a 3-out-of-3 function sharing,
where one of the three shares is generated from the password
itself. In this way, the user share (i.e., the password) may
remain the same while the device share is changed for delegation purposes. Other changes are needed as well; e.g.,
whereas the server in the S-RSA system could mount an
oine dictionary attack against the user's password (without risk to the device's signature operations), here we must
prevent the server from mounting such an attack. While introducing these changes to the signing protocol, and introducing the new delegation protocol, we strive to maintain
the general protocol structure of S-RSA.

compromise svr0 in order to conduct an oine attack against
dvc.
2.3 Tools

Our systems for meeting the goals outlined in Section 2.2
utilize a variety of cryptographic tools, which we de ne informally below.
Security parameters Let  be the main cryptographic
security parameter; a reasonable value today may be  =
160. We will use  >  as a secondary security parameter
for public keys. For instance, in an RSA public key scheme
may we may set  = 1024 to indicate that we use 1024-bit
moduli.
Hash functions We use h, with an additional subscript as
needed, to denote a hash function. Unless otherwise stated,
the range of a hash function is f0; 1g . We do not specify
here the exact security properties (e.g., one-wayness, collision resistance, or pseudorandomness) we will need for the
hash functions (or keyed hash functions, below) that we use.
To formally prove that our systems meet every goal outlined
above, we generally require that these hash functions behave
like random oracles [2]. (For heuristics on instantiating random oracles, see [2].) However, for certain subsets of goals,
weaker properties may suce; details will be given in the
individual cases.
Keyed hash functions A keyed hash function family is
a family of hash functions ffv g parameterized by a secret
value v. We will typically write fv (m) as f (v; m), as this
will be convenient in our proofs. In this paper we employ
various keyed hash functions with di erent ranges, which we
will specify when not clear from context. We will also use a
speci c type of keyed hash function, a message authentication code (MAC). We denote a MAC family as fmaca g. In
this paper we do not require MACs to behave like random
oracles.
Encryption schemes An encryption scheme E is a triple
(Genc ; E; D) of algorithms, the rst two being probabilistic, and all running in expected polynomial time. Genc
takes as input 1 and outputs a public key pair (pk; sk),
i.e., (pk; sk) Genc (1 ). E takes a public key pk and a
message m as input and outputs an encryption c for m; we
denote this c Epk (m). D takes a ciphertext c and a secret
key sk as input and returns either a message m such that
c is a valid encryption of m under the corresponding public
key, if such an m exists, and otherwise returns ?. Our systems require an encryption scheme secure against adaptive
chosen ciphertext attacks [16]. Practical examples can be
found in [3, 6].
Signature schemes A digital signature scheme S is a
triple (Gsig ; S; V ) of algorithms, the rst two being probabilistic, and all running in expected polynomial time. Gsig
takes as input 1 and outputs a public key pair (pk; sk),
i.e., (pk; sk) Gsig (1 ). S takes a message m and a secret key sk as input and outputs a signature  for m, i.e.,
 Ssk (m). V takes a0 message m, a public key pk, and
a candidate signature  for m as input and returns the
bit b = 1 if 0 is a valid signature for m for the corresponding private key, and otherwise returns the bit b = 0.
That is, b Vpk (m; 0 ). Naturally, if  Ssk (m), then
Vpk (m; ) = 1.
3.

DELEGATION FOR

3.1 Preliminaries

We suppose the device creates signatures using a standard
encode-then-sign RSA signature algorithm (e.g., \hash-andsign" [7]). The public and secret keys of the device are
pkdvc = <e; N> and skdvc = <d; N; (N )>, respectively,
where ed (N ) 1, N is the product of two large prime
numbers and  is the Euler totient function. (The notation
(N ) means equivalence modulo (N ).) The device's signature on a message m is de ned as follows, where encode is
the encoding function associated with S , and sig denotes
the number of random bits used in the encoding function
(e.g., sig = 0 for a deterministic encoding function):
S<d;N;(N )> (m): r R f0; 1gsig
 (encode(m; r))d mod N
return <; r>
Note that it may not be necessary to return r if it can be determined from m and . We remark that \hash-and-sign"
is an example of this type of signature in which the encoding function is simply a (deterministic) hash of m, and
that PSS [4] is another example of this type of signature
with a probabilistic encoding. Both of these types of sig-

S-RSA

The work on which this paper is based [13] described sev13

dvc

natures were proven secure against adaptive chosen message attacks in the random oracle model [2, 4]. Naturally
any signature of this form can be veri ed by checking that
e N encode(m; r). In the function sharing primitive used
in our system, d is broken into shares d0 , d1 and d2 such
that d0 + d1 + d2 (N ) d [5].

svr

f (v; )
 R f0; 1g
r R f0; 1g sig
Epk (<m; r; ; >)
 maca (< ; >)
;;
svr

-

3.2 Device initialization

The inputs to device initialization are the identity of svr0
and its public encryption key pksvr0 , the user's password 0 ,
the device's public key pkdvc = <e; N>, and the corresponding private key skdvc = <d; N; (N )>. The initialization
algorithm proceeds as follows:
d0 h(0 ) 
t R f0; 1g
u hdsbl (t) 
v R f0; 1g
a R f0; 1g
b f (v; 0 )
d1 R f0; 1g+
d2 d ; d1 ; d0 mod (N )
 Epk 0 (<a; b; u; d2 ; N>)
h is assumed to output a ( + )-bit value. The value pkdvc
and authorization record <svr0 ; pksvr0 ; ; t; v; d1 ; a> are saved
on stable storage in the device. All other values, including
d, (N ), 0 , b, u, d0 , and d2 , are deleted from the device.
The value t should be backed up oine for use in disabling
if the need arises. The  value is the device's \ticket" that
it uses to access svr0 . The u value is the \ticket identi er".
The ticket  will be sent to svr within the context of the SRSA-Del signing and delegation protocols (see Sections 3.3
and 3.4), and the server will inspect the contents of the
ticket to extract its share d2 of the device's private signing
key. In anticipation of its own compromise, dvc might include a policy statement within  to instruct svr0 as to what
it should or should not do with requests bearing this ticket.
This policy could include an intended expiration time for  ,
instructions to cooperate in signing messages only of a certain form, or instructions to cooperate in delegating only to
certain servers. As discussed in Section 2.1, here we assume
a default policy that restricts delegation to only servers in
U . For simplicity, we omit this policy and its inspection
from device initialization and subsequent protocols, but a
practical implementation must support it.

<a; b; u; d2 ; N> Dsk ( )
abort if maca (< ; >) 6= 
abort if u is disabled
<m; r; ; > Dsk ( )
abort if 6= b
 (encode(m; r))d2 mod N
 
svr

svr



 
d0 h()
  (encode
(m; r))d0 +d1 mod N
abort if e 6N encode (m; r)
return <; r>

svr

Figure 1:

S-RSA-Del

signature protocol

at svr after svr has con rmed that is valid evidence that
dvc holds the user's password. The device multiples  by
encode(m; r)d0 +d1 mod N to get the desired result. It is important that the device delete , d0 and  (used to encrypt
 ) when the protocol completes, and that it never store them
on stable storage.
 is a message authentication code computed using a, to
show the server that this request originated from the device.
 enables svr to distinguish an incorrect password guess by
someone holding the device from a request created by someone not holding the device. Since svr should respond to
only a limited number of the former (lest it allow an online dictionary attack to progress too far),  is important in
preventing denial-of-service attacks against the device by an
attacker who has not compromised the device.
3.4 Delegation protocol

Here we present the protocol by which the device delegates the capability to help it perform cryptographic operations to a new server (or simply generates new data for
the same server). The inputs provided to the device are the
identity svr of the server to be used, such that dvc holds an
authorization record <svr; pksvr ; ; t; v; d1 ; a>, a public key
pksvr for another server svr0 2 U , and the input password
. (As described in Section 3.2, one could also input additional policy information here.) Recall that dvc also stores
pkdvc = <e; N>. The protocol is described in Figure 2. In
this gure, hdele is assumed to output a ( + )-bit value.
The overall goal of the protocol in Figure 2 is to generate a
new share d02 for server svr0 , and new share d01 and new ticket
 00 for the device to use with svr0 . The device's new share
d1 is created as the sum of d11 and d21 , selected0 randomly
by dvc and svr, respectively. The new share d2 for svr0 is
constructed as d02 = d12 + d22 = (d1 ; d11 ) + (d2 ; d21 ), with
the rst and second terms being computed by dvc and svr,
respectively. As a result, d01 + d02 = d1 + d2 . Note that svr

3.3 Signature protocol

Here we present the protocol by which the device signs
a message m. The input provided to the device for this
protocol is the input password , the message m, and the
identity svr of the server to be used, such that dvc holds
an authorization record <svr; pksvr ; ; t; v; d1 ; a>, generated
either in the initialization procedure of Section 3.2, or in
the delegation protocol of Section 3.4. Recall that dvc also
stores pkdvc = <e; N>. In this protocol, and all following
protocols, we do not explicitly check that message parameters are of the correct form and fall within the appropriate
bounds, but any implementation must do this. The protocol
is described in Figure 1.
The means by which this protocol generates a signature
for m is to construct encode(m; r)d0 +d1 +d2 , where d0 is derived from the user's password, d1 is stored on dvc, and
d2 is stored in  .  = encode(m; r)d2 mod N is computed

0
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dvc

svr

then d21 . It is then not dicult to verify that G2 could be
violated.
To relate this protocol to the system model of Section 2.1,
and for our proofs in Section 4, we de ne the execution
of the code before the rst message in Figure 2 to constitute a dvc:startDel(svr; svr0 ) event. Likewise, we de ne
the execution of the code after the second message in Figure 2 to constitute a dvc: nishDel(svr; svr0 ) event. The event
dvc:revoke(svr), though not pictured in Figure 2, can simply
be de ned as dvc deleting any authorization record <svr; pksvr ,
 , t, v, d1 , a> and halting any ongoing delegation protocols
to authorize svr.

f (v; )
v00 R f0; 1g
a0 R f00 ; 1g
b f (v ;  )
d11 R f0; 1g+
d12 d1 ; d11
 R ZN
R f0; 1g
Epk (< ; pksvr ; a0 ; b0 ; d12 ; ; >)
 maca(< ; >)
;;
0

svr

-

3.5 Key disabling

<a; b; u; d2 ; N> Dsk ( )
abort if maca (< ; >) 6= 
abort if u is disabled
< ; pk0; a0 ; b0 ; d12 ; ; > Dsk ( )
abort if 6= b
d21 R f0; 1g+
d22 d2 ; d21
d020 d12 + d220 0 0
 Epk (<a ; b ; u; d2 ; N>)
0 R ZN
1 (0 )ed mod N
2 (1 ) 2 mod N
1 1 mod N
2 hdele (1 )2 mod N
3 hdele (0 )  d21
0 <1 ; 2 ; 3 >0
 mac (<;  >)

As in [13], the S-RSA-Del system supports the ability
to disable the device's key at servers, as would be appropriate to do if the device were stolen. Provided that the user
backed up t before the device was stolen, the user can send
t to a server. The server can then store u = hdsbl (t) on a
list of disabled ticket identi ers. Subsequently, the server
should refuse to respond to any request containing a ticket
 with a ticket identi er u. Rather than storing u forever,
the server can discard u once there is no danger that pkdvc
will be used subsequently (e.g., once the public key has been
revoked). Note that for security against denial-of-service attacks (an attacker attempting to disable u without t), we do
not need hdsbl to be a random oracle, but simply a one-way
hash function.
In relation to the model of Section 2.1, svr.disable denotes
the event in which svr receives t and marks u = hdsbl (t) as
disabled. For convenience, we say that a ticket  is disabled
at svr if  contains u as its ticket identi er and u is marked
as disabled at svr.

svr

svr

0

 ;;
0

0

abort if mac (<;  0 >) 6= 0
<1 ; 2 ; 3 > 
d0 h()
1 1 = mod N
2 2 =hdele (1 ) mod N
0 (1 )d0 +d0 1 2 mod N
d21
hdele ( )  3
d01 d11 +0 d21 0 0 0 0
store <svr ; pksvr ;  ; t; v ; d1 ; a >

4. SECURITY FOR

0

Figure 2:

S-RSA-Del

S-RSA-Del

In this section we provide a formal proof of security for
the S-RSA-Del system in the random oracle model. We
begin, however, with some intuition for the goals G1{G4 in
light of the protocols of Figures 1 and 2.
 An A1 attacker never obtains an authorization record
<svr, pksvr ,  , t, v, d1 , a> from dvc, either because it
never compromises dvc or because dvc has deleted all
such records by the time it is compromised. Without
any d1 used with any svr, the attacker has no ability
to forge a signature for dvc (even if it knows 0 and
thus d0 ); this is property G1.
 An A2 attacker can obtain <svr; pksvr ; ; t; v; d1 ; a> for
some svr, but only for a svr that is not tainted and
never compromised. Thus, the attacker has no information about the d2 in  and can forge only by succeeding in an online dictionary attack with svr (goal G2).
 Now consider an A3 attacker. If Tainted(dvc:comp)
contains some svr, then the attacker knows the d2
stored in the ticket  of a dvc's record <svr, pksvr ,  , t,
v, d1 , a>, since it had corrupted the consenting server
in the delegation protocol for svr. Similarly, if some
svr 2 Active(dvc:comp) is ever compromised, then the
attacker can obtain d2 by simply decrypting  . In either case, the A3 attacker can then conduct an oine
dictionary attack on 0 using d1 and d2 , and so goal G3
is the best that can be achieved in this case.

delegation protocol

learns d02 and in fact creates  0 with it. It is for this reason
that we de ne svr0 to be tainted if svr was compromised
before this protocol is executed (see Section 2.2).
In addition to the manipulation of these shares of d, this
protocol borrows many components from the signature protocol of Figure 1. For example, , and  all play similar
roles in the protocol as they did in Figure 1. And deletion
is once again important: dvc must delete , b0 , d11 , d21 , 
and all other intermediate computations at the completion
of this protocol. Similarly, svr should delete , b, b0 , d12 ,
d21 , d22 , d02 ,  and all other intermediate results when it
completes.
A point of interest in the protocol of Figure 2 is the construction of  = <1 ; 2 ; 3 >, which is sent back to dvc. 
is an encryption of the value d21 to transport it securely to
dvc. This encryption is public-key-like, in that an attacker
who subsequently compromises svr will be unable to determine d21 from the message 0 ; ;  0. If, in contrast, d21 were
transported back to dvc encrypted only symmetrically (e.g.,
using ), then the compromise of svr would reveal and
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 An attacker in class A4 compromises both  (i.e., d )
0

A svr oracle may be queried with handleSign, handleDel,
disable, and comp. On a handleSign( ; ;  ) query, which

0

and dvc when there is at least one active svr (and so it
learns d1 for svr). Moreover, the attacker can delegate
from svr to any other svr0 2 U , and obviously will learn
the d01 for that svr0 . Thus, to achieve disabling, it is
necessary that the attacker never corrupts any svr (and
so never learns any d2 for any svr). If this is the case,
then goal G4 says that disabling all servers will prevent
further forgeries.
We now proceed to a formal proof of goals G1{G4.

represents the receipt of a message in the S-RSA-Del signature protocol ostensibly from the device, it returns an output message  (with respect to the secret server data generated by the initialization procedure). On a handleDel( ; ;  )
query, which represents the receipt of a message in the SRSA-Del delegation protocol ostensibly from the device, it
returns an output message 0 ; ;  0 . On a disable(t) query
the svr oracle rejects all future queries with tickets containing ticket identi ers equal to hdsbl (t) (see Section 3.5). On a
comp query, the svr oracle returns sksvr .
The dvc oracle may be queried with startSign, nishSign,
startDel, nishDel, revoke, and comp. We assume there is an
implicit notion of sessions so that the dvc oracle can determine the startSign query corresponding to a nishSign query
and the startDel query corresponding to a nishDel query.
On a startSign(m; svr) query, which represents a request to
initiate the S-RSA-Del signature protocol, if svr is authorized, the dvc oracle returns an output message ; ;  , and
sets some internal state (with respect to the secret device
data and the password generated by the initialization procedure). On the corresponding nishSign() query, which
represents the device's receipt of a response ostensibly from
svr, the dvc oracle either aborts or returns a valid signature
for the message m given as input to the previous startSign
query. On a startDel(svr; svr0 ) query, which represents a
request to initiate the S-RSA-Del delegation protocol, if
svr is authorized, the dvc oracle returns an output message
; ;  , and sets some internal state. On the corresponding nishDel(0 ; ;  0) query, which represents the device's
receipt of a response ostensibly from svr, the dvc oracle either
aborts or authorizes svr0 , i.e., it creates a new authorization
record for svr0 . On a revoke(svr) query, the dvc oracle erases
the authorization record for svr, thus revoking the authorization of svr. On a comp query, the dvc oracle returns all
stored authorization records.
A class A1, A2, or A3 forger succeeds if after attacking
the system it can output a pair (m; <; r>) where e N
encode(m; r) and there was no startSign(m; svr) query. A
class A4 forger succeeds if after attacking the system it can
output a pair (m; <; r>) where e N encode(m; r) and
there was no handleSign( ; ;  ) query, where Dsk ( ) =
<m; ; ; >, before all servers received disable(t) queries,
where hdsbl (t) is the ticket identi er generated in initialization.
Let qdvc be the number of startSign and startDel queries
to the device. Let qsvr be the number of handleSign and
handleDel queries to the servers. For Theorem 4.2, where
we model h and f as random oracles, let qh and qf be the
number of queries to the respective random oracles. Let qo
be the number of other oracle queries not counted above.
Let q = (qdvc ; qsvr ; qo ; qh ; qf ). In a slight abuse of notation,
let jqj = qdvc + qsvr + qo + qh + qf , i.e., the total number of
oracle queries. We say a forger (q; )-breaks S-RSA-Del if
it makes jq j oracle queries (of the respective type and to the
respective oracles) and succeeds with probability at least .

4.1 Definitions

To prove security of our system, we must rst state requirements for the security of a mac scheme, of an encryption scheme, of a signature scheme, and of S-RSA-Del.
Security for mac schemes We specify chosen-plaintext
security for a mac schemes. We assume that a mac oracle
is initialized with a random key a, and this oracle takes a
message m as input and outputs maca (m). An attacker A is
allowed to query this mac oracle on arbitrary messages, and
then A outputs a pair (x; y). A succeeds if y = maca(x) and
A did not previously query maca (x). We say an attacker A
(q; )-breaks the mac scheme if the attacker makes q queries
to the mac oracle and succeeds with probability .
Security for encryption schemes We specify adaptive
chosen-ciphertext security [16] for an encryption scheme E =
(Genc ; E; D). (For more detail, see [1, Property IND-CCA2].)
An attacker A is given pk, where (pk; sk) Genc (1 ). A is
allowed to query a decryption oracle that takes a ciphertext
as input and returns the decryption of that ciphertext (or ?
if the input is not a valid ciphertext). At some point A generates two equal length strings X0 and X1 and sends these
to a test oracle, which chooses b R f0; 1g, and returns
Y = Epk (Xb ). Then A continues as before, with the one restriction that it cannot query the decryption oracle on Y . Finally A outputs b0 , and succeeds if b0 = b. We say an attacker
A (q; )-breaks a scheme if the attacker makes q queries to
the decryption oracle, and 2  Pr(A succeeds) ; 1  .
Security for signature schemes We specify existential
unforgeability versus chosen message attacks [9] for a signature scheme S = (Gsig ; S; V ). A forger is given pk, where
(pk; sk) Gsig (1 ), and tries to forge signatures with respect to pk. It is allowed to query a signature oracle (with respect to sk) on messages of its choice. It succeeds if after this
it can output a valid forgery (m; ), where Vpk (m; ) = 1,
but m was not one of the messages signed by the signature
oracle. We say a forger (q; )-breaks a scheme if the forger
makes q queries to the signature oracle, and succeeds with
probability at least .
Security for S-RSA-Del Let S-RSA-Del[E ; D] denote an
S-RSA-Del system based on an encryption scheme E and
dictionary D. A forger is given <e; N> where (<e; N>,
<d; N; (N )>) GRSA (1 ), and the public data generated
by the initialization procedure for the system. The initialization procedure speci es svr0 . The goal of the forger is to
forge RSA signatures with respect to <e; N>. The forger is
allowed to query a dvc oracle, a disable oracle, svr oracles, a
password oracle, and (possibly) random oracles. A random
oracle takes an input and returns a random hash of that
input, in the de ned range. A disable oracle query returns
a value t that can be sent to the server to disable it for the
device. A password oracle may be queried with comp, and
returns 0 .

svr

4.2 Theorems

Here we prove that if a forger breaks the S-RSA-Del system with probability non-negligibly more than what is inherently possible in a system of this kind then either the underlying RSA signature scheme, the underlying mac scheme, or
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Theorem 4.2. Let h, f , and hdele be random oracles. If
a class A3 forger (q; )-breaks the S-RSA-Del[E ; D] system
+qf
with  = qhjDj
+ , then there is a forger F  that (qdvc ; 0 )breaks the RSA signature scheme with 0  .

the underlying encryption scheme used in S-RSA-Del can
be broken with non-negligible probability. This implies that
if the underlying RSA signature scheme, the underlying mac
scheme, and the underlying encryption scheme are secure,
our system will be as secure as inherently possible.
We prove security separately for the di erent classes of
attackers from Section 2.2. The idea behind each proof is a
simulation argument. We assume that a forger F can break
the S-RSA-Del system, and then depending on how F attacks the system, we show that we can use it to either break
the underlying mac scheme, break the underlying encryption
scheme, or break the underlying RSA signature scheme.
For security against all classes of forgers, we must assume
h, f , and hdele are random oracles. However, for certain
types of forgers, weaker hash function properties suce. For
proving security against a forger in class A2, we make no
requirement on h, and we only require fv (for random v) to
have a negligible probability of collisions over the dictionary
D. For proving security against a class A1 or class A4 forger
we make no requirement on h or f . For proving security
against a class A4 forger, we also make no requirement on
hdele .
In the theorems below, we use \" to indicate equality to
within negligible factors. Moreover, in our simulations, the
forger F is run at most once, and so the times of our simulations are straightforward and omitted from our theorem
statements. Due to space limitations, here we provide only
proof sketches.
Theorem 4.1. Let hdele be a random oracle. If a class A1
forger (q; )-breaks the S-RSA-Del[E ; D] system, then there
is a forger that (qdvc ; 0 )-breaks the RSA signature scheme
with 0  .

Proof sketch. Assume a class A3 forger F forges in the
+qf
+ . Then we
S-RSA-Del system with probability qhjDj

show how to break the underlying RSA signature scheme
with probability 0  . Say we are given an RSA public
key <e; N> and a corresponding signature oracle. We construct a simulation of the S-RSA-Del system as in the proof
of Theorem 4.1, except that the simulation aborts if the h
oracle or f oracle is queried with 0 . We show that this simulation is statistically indistinguishable from the real system
(from F 's viewpoint) unless the simulation aborts, the probability of which is exactly that of an oine dictionary attack
+qf
+qf
). So since F forges with probability qhjDj
+
(i.e., qhjDj
in the real system, it forges with probability 0  in the
simulation. Then to break the RSA signature scheme, we
simply run F in Sim and output any forgery by F .
Theorem 4.3. Suppose fv (for random v ) has a negligible probability of collision over D and hdele is a random oracle. If a class A2 forger (q; )-breaks the S-RSA-Del[E ; D]
system where  = qjDj + , then either (1) there is an attacker
A that (qsvr ; 4jU jq )-breaks the mac, (2) there is an attacker
A that (2qsvr ; 4jU j(q +q +1) )-breaks E , or (3) there is a
forger F  that (qdvc ; 00 )-breaks the RSA signature scheme
with 00  4 .
svr

dvc

dvc

svr

Proof sketch. Assume a class A2 forger F forges in the
qsvr + . Say a good
S-RSA-Del system with probability jDj

Proof sketch. Assume a class A1 forger F forges in
the S-RSA-Del system with probability . Then we show

server is one that never gets compromised. Then consider a
simulation Sim of the S-RSA-Del system that behaves like
the real system except it (1) replaces all real ciphertexts
generated for good servers with encryptions of zero strings
(storing the real ciphertexts), and (2) modi es the protocols
for good servers to use the (stored) real ciphertexts instead
of the encryptions of zero strings. In other words, the only
way Sim and the real system di er (from F 's viewpoint) is
with respect to the good server ciphertexts. Now we say F
wins if it either forges a signature, forges the mac sent to the
dvc oracle in the last message of a delegation protocol session
with an uncorrupted server, or decrypts the ciphertext 
generated by a server in the last message of a delegation
protocol session with an uncorrupted server (detected by
F querying the hdele oracle with a certain value). Byq our
assumption, F wins in the real system with probability jDj +
q + 3 , we
. Then if F wins in Sim with probability only jDj
4
can use a standard hybrid argument to break the encryption
scheme used by the servers with probability 4jU j(q +q +1) .
Now we consider qthe case
that F wins in Sim with prob+ 34 . If F forges a mac (sent to
ability more than jDj
the dvc oracle in the last message of a delegation protocol
session with an uncorrupted server) with probability more
than 2 in Sim, then consider a simulation Sim0 that behaves
like Sim except it guesses the server svr involved in the mac
forgery, considers svr good (if it was not already), and aborts
when and if svr is compromised. Now the only way Sim0 and

how to break the underlying RSA signature scheme with
probability 0  . Say we are given an RSA public key
<e; N> and a corresponding signature oracle. We construct
a simulation of the S-RSA-Del system that behaves like the
real system except we
1. use <e; N> for the device's RSA public key,
2. compute the user's share of the private key (d0 ) as
normal, but choose svr0 's share d2 R ZN and the
device's share d1 R f0; 1g+ ,
3. use the knowledge of d2 , and the knowledge of queries
made to the random oracle hdele , to simulate the delegation protocol on the device and store the d2 value
for the newly authorized server, and
4. use the signature oracle and the knowledge of d2 associated with the appropriate authorized server to simulate the signature protocol on the device.
We show that this simulation is statistically indistinguishable from the real system (from F 's viewpoint), so since F
forges with  probability in the real system, it also forges
with roughly that probability in the simulation. Then to
break the RSA signature scheme with probability 0  , we
simply run F in Sim and output any forgery produced by
F.

svr

svr

dvc

svr
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svr

Proof sketch. Assume a class A4 forger F forges in the
S-RSA-Del system with probability . Then consider the

Sim di er (from F 's viewpoint) is with respect to the ciphertexts for svr, if svr were not good already. Then if F
forges a mac supposedly from svr in Sim0 with probability

simulation Sim from the proof of Theorem 4.3. The only
way Sim and the real system di er (from F 's viewpoint) is
with respect to the server ciphertexts. Now we say F wins
if it either forges a signature or forges the mac sent to the
device in the last message of the delegation protocol. By our
assumption, F wins in the real system with probability .
Then if F wins in Sim with probability only 23 , we can use
a standard hybrid argument to break the encryption scheme
used by the servers with probability 3jU j(q +q +1) .
Now we consider the case that F wins with probability
greater than 23 in Sim. If F wins by forging the mac with
probability greater than 3 in Sim, then we can break the
underlying mac scheme with probability 3q , as follows.
Say we are given a mac oracle initialized with a random key.
We run Sim, except we (1) guess the delegation protocol
session for which F will forge a mac, and (2) use the mac
oracle to generate any mac values returned by the server in
that session. Finally, we output the mac value that F sends
to the device in the last message of that session. Note that
this modi ed version of Sim is perfectly indistinguishable
from Sim (from F 's viewpoint), since any ciphertext that
would have contained the real mac key was replaced by
an encryption of a zero string.
The nal case is that F wins with probability greater than
2
in Sim, but forges the mac with probability at most 3 in
3
Sim. Then F must win by forging a signature with probability at least 3 in Sim, and we show how to break the
underlying RSA signature scheme with probability 3 . Say
we are given an RSA public key <e; N> and a corresponding
signature oracle. We run Sim, except we
1. use <e; N> for the device's RSA public key,
2. compute the user's and device's shares of the private
key (d0 and d1 , respectively) as normal, but (arbitrarily) set svr0 's share (d2 ) to zero, and
3. use the signature oracle and knowledge of d0 and d1
associated with any given authorized server to simulate
that server.
Finally we output any forgery produced by F . This modi ed version of Sim is perfectly indistinguishable from Sim
(from F 's viewpoint), since any ciphertext that would have
contained the real d2 value was replaced by an encryption
of a zero string.

only 4jU j (where the probability is taken over the random
choice of svr), we can use a standard hybrid argument to
break the encryption scheme used by svr with probability
. Otherwise we can break the underlying mac
4jU j(q +q +1)
scheme with probability 4jU jq , as follows. Say we are given
a mac oracle initialized with a random key. We run Sim0 ,
except we (1) guess the delegation protocol session (with
svr) for which F will forge a mac, and (2) use the mac oracle
to generate any mac values returned by svr in that session.
Finally, we output the mac value that F sends to the device
in the last message of that session. Note that this modied version of Sim0 is perfectly indistinguishable from Sim0
(from F 's viewpoint), since any ciphertext that would have
contained the real mac key was replaced by an encryption
of a zero string.
Theq last3case is that F wins in Sim with probability more
+ 4 , but forges a mac with probability at most 2 in
than jDj
Sim. Then F must forge a signature, or decrypt a ciphertext
 generated by the server in a delegation protocol session,
with probability more than 4 in Sim, and we show how to
break the underlying RSA signature scheme with probability
roughly 4 . Say we are given an RSA public key <e; N> and
a corresponding signature oracle. We run Sim, except we
1. use <e; N> for the device's RSA public key,
2. compute the user's and device's shares of the private
key (d0 and d1 , respectively) as normal during initialization, but choose svr0 's share d2 R ZN,
3. generate a message m and let w = encode(m; 0sig ),
4. use the signature oracle and knowledge of d0 and d1
associated with any given authorized server to simulate
that server,
5. modify the server delegation protocol to multiply w
into 1 (the raw-RSA-encrypted random value), and
6. use the knowledge of the value d21 from the simulation
of the delegation protocol on the server to simulate
the delegation protocol on the device (so as to avoid
needing to perform the raw RSA decryption).
Finally we either output any forgery produced by F , or if F
queries hdele with the raw RSA decryption of one of the 1
values, use this decryption to compute the raw RSA decryption of w, and thus compute the signature of the message m.
This modi ed version of Sim is statistically indistinguishable from Sim (from F 's viewpoint), since any ciphertext
that would have contained the real d2 or  values (the latter
used to blind the 1 values) was replaced by an encryption
of zeros, and without knowing the d21 value used when delegating to a server, F has no information about the d2 value
for that server, assuming the server is not compromised or
tainted.
Theorem 4.4. Suppose the RSA signature scheme is deterministic (i.e., sig = 0). If a class A4 forger (q; )breaks the S-RSA-Del[E ; D] system, then there is either an
attacker A that (qsvr ; 3q )-breaks the mac function, an attacker A that (2qsvr ; 3jU j(q +q +1) )-breaks E , or a forger
F  that (qsvr ; 3 )-breaks the RSA signature scheme.
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